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Momotaro Xander And The Dream Thief
A powerful portrait of the greatest humanitarian emergency of our time, from the director of Human Flow In the course of
making Human Flow, his epic feature documentary about the global refugee crisis, the artist Ai Weiwei and his
collaborators interviewed more than 600 refugees and aid workers in twenty-three countries around the world. A handful
of those interviews were included in the film. This book presents one hundred of these conversations in their entirety,
providing compelling first-person stories of the lives of refugees. Speaking in their own words, refugees give voice to
their experiences of migrating across borders, living in refugee camps for months or years, and struggling to rebuild their
lives in unfamiliar and uncertain surroundings. They talk about the dire circumstances that drove them to migrate,
whether war, famine, or persecution; the hardships they face; and their hopes and fears for the future. In the words of
Atiq, an Afghan in his early twenties staying at a refugee camp in Greece, "Nobody in the world wants to leave his
country. But there's no way for people to live in that place." Complete with photographs taken by Ai Weiwei while filming
Human Flow, this book provides a powerful and moving account of the most urgent humanitarian crisis of our time.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Aaron Reynolds comes the third hilariously macabre mystery in The Incredibly
Dead Pets of Rex Dexter series. My name is Rex Dexter. Yes. THAT Rex Dexter. The one cursed with the ability to see and
talk to dead animals. The solver of atrocities against the four-footed. The savior of the flipper-finned. Save your standing
ovation for later, because I have bigger things on my mind. Rabbits. Specifically, dead rabbits. And not just anybunny.
This particular gaggle once belonged to Booper the Mystical, Middling Falls’ foremost birthday party magician. A bedroom
full of recently deceased bunnies is enough to give anyone a chronic case of the heebie-jeebies. But it gets worse.
Because before long, dead doves start showing up by the flockful. One thing quickly becomes clear…somebunny hates
magic. Whoever it is, they’re attempting to put Booper the Mystical out of the birthday biz for good. And they’re willing to
kill to do it. It’s a cold cruel world out there. But don’t worry. I’m on the case. And so is Darvish. Also, Sami Mulpepper.
(Don’t ask.) The point is, nobunny pulls one over on Rex Dexter…and his best friend…and his maybe-girlfriend…and his
dead chicken. Nobunny.
The earth is like a spaceship in orbit—it has everything on board that we need to survive: water, food, and air with
oxygen. Unlike a space shuttle, Earth is able to renew its resources. Read and find out why Earth is the greatest spaceship
to be aboard!
Earlier this year, VIZ Media released The Art of Howl's Moving Castle, a hardbound, prestige format book which exists as
an essential companion to Hayao Miyazaki's latest animated classic.To further complement the movie-going experience,
we are now proud to present the Howl's Moving Castle Picture Book, a companion publication wedding scene-by-scene
film footage with character dialogue in one handsome volume. Based on the young-adult novel by British author Diana
Wynne Jones, Howl's Moving Castle reflects on a wondrous time when science and magic captured the spirit of 19th
century Europe.The story of Howl's Moving Castle is the story of a young girl who is magically transformed into a 90-yearold woman. Undaunted by this curse, her continuing adventures introduce her to the vainglorious wizard Howl and his
curious castlemates. Two years ago, VIZ Media released a similar book inspired by Spirited Away, the movie which
garnered an Academy Award for director Hayao Miyazaki. Another picture book for My Neighbor Totoro is planned for
later this year. Now, add Howl's Moving Castle to this list of must-have movie books. Director Hayao Miyazaki is a master
storyteller and his films have all become classics of animation. There's no better way to preserve the magic of Howl and
his flying castle than by adding this delightful volume to your home library.
Dream Magic
Five Things About Ava Andrews
Odin's Ravens
How to Be an American Housewife
Sisters of Heart and Snow

Xander Miyamoto would rather do almost anything than listen to his sixth grade teacher, Mr. Stedman, drone on
about weather disasters happening around the globe. If Xander could do stuff he's good at instead, like draw
comics and create computer programs, and if Lovey would stop harassing him for being half Asian, he might not
be counting the minutes until the dismissal bell. When spring break begins at last, Xander plans to spend it
playing computer games with his best friend, Peyton. Xander's father briefly distracts him with a comic book
about some samurai warrior that pops out of a peach pit. Xander tosses it aside, but Peyton finds it more
interesting. Little does either boy know that the comic is a warning. They are about to be thrust into the biggest
adventure of their lives—a journey wilder than any Xander has ever imagined, full of weird monsters even worse
than Lovey. To win at this deadly serious game they will have to rely on their wits, courage, faith, and especially,
each other. Maybe Xander should have listened to Mr Stedman about the weather after all. . . .
Sequel to the New York Times bestseller Amari and the Night Brothers! Artemis Fowl meets Men in Black in this
magical second book in the New York Times and Indie bestselling Supernatural Investigations trilogy—perfect
for fans of Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky, the Percy Jackson series, and Nevermoor. After finding her
brother and saving the entire supernatural world, Amari Peters is convinced her first full summer as a Junior
Agent will be a breeze. But between the fearsome new Head Minister’s strict anti-magician agenda, fierce Junior
Agent rivalries, and her brother Quinton’s curse steadily worsening, Amari’s plate is full. So when the secretive
League of Magicians offers her a chance to stand up for magiciankind as its new leader, she declines. She’s got
enough to worry about! But her refusal allows someone else to step forward, a magician with dangerous plans
for the League. This challenge sparks the start of the Great Game, a competition to decide who will become the
Night Brothers’ successor and determine the future of magiciankind. The Great Game is both mysterious and
deadly, but among the winner’s magical rewards is Quinton’s last hope—so how can Amari refuse?
The first truly prescriptive guide to attracting and marrying the right man, this book offers a detailed, step-bystep program with advice on how to dress, behave in public, mix praise and criticism, guide a good relationship
into a solid marriage and much more! Advertising in major national magazines.
A powerful imagining by two Native creators of a first encounter between two very different people that
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celebrates our ability to acknowledge difference and find common ground. Based on the real journal kept by
French explorer Jacques Cartier in 1534, Encounter imagines a first meeting between a French sailor and a
Stadaconan fisher. As they navigate their differences, the wise animals around them note their similarities,
illuminating common ground. This extraordinary imagining by Brittany Luby, Professor of Indigenous History, is
paired with stunning art by Michaela Goade, winner of 2018 American Indian Youth Literature Best Picture Book
Award. Encounter is a luminous telling from two Indigenous creators that invites readers to reckon with the
past, and to welcome, together, a future that is yet unchartered.
Momotaro Book 2 Xander and the Dream Thief
Where the Sky Lives
Amari and the Great Game
The Door in the Alley
You're Aboard Spaceship Earth
What does it mean to be Mi'kmaq? And if Swift Fox can't find the answer, will she ever feel like part
of her family? When Swift Fox's father picks her up to go visit her aunties, uncles, and cousins, her
belly is already full of butterflies. And when he tells her that today is the day that she'll learn how to
be Mi'kmaq, the butterflies grow even bigger. Though her father reassures her that Mi'kmaq is who
she is from her eyes to her toes, Swift Fox doesn't understand what that means. Her family welcomes
her with smiles and hugs, but when it's time to smudge and everyone else knows how, Swift Fox
feels even more like she doesn't belong. Then she meets her cousin Sully and realizes that she's not
the only one who's unsure--and she may even be the one to teach him something about what being
Mi'kmaq means. Based on the author's own experience, with striking illustrations by Maya McKibbin,
A Long Way to a New Place is a poignant story about identity and belonging that is at once personal
and universally resonant.
The second adventure in the ROARsome DRAGON REALM series for 9+ readers! Perfect for those
looking for edge-of-your-seat adventure.
Perfect for readers outgrowing Ivy & Bean and the Nancy Clancy books! BFFs Lou Lou Bombay and
Peacock Pearl love their PSPP (Post-School Pre-Parents) tea parties on Friday afternoons, where they
recap the school week, chat about Pea's latest fashions, and tend to Lou Lou's burgeoning backyard
garden. But when a series of small crimes crop up around El Corazon, their quaint and quirky town,
right before the Dia de Los Muertos Parade, the girls must join forces (horticultural know-how and
artistic genius) to solve the mystery. Debut author Jill Diamond weaves a delightful romp, full of
colorful characters and gentle intrigue, while artist Lesley Vamos punctuates the story with blackand-white illustrations throughout. Backmatter includes crafting activities and a glossary of Spanish
terms!
For use in schools and libraries only. Xander Miyamoto would rather do almost anything than listen
to his sixth grade teacher, Mr. Stedman, drone on about weather disasters happening around the
globe. If Xander could do stuff he's good at instead, like draw comics and create computer programs,
and if Lovey would stop harassing him for being half Asian, he might not be counting the minutes
until the dismissal bell. When spring break begins at last, Xander plans to spend it playing computer
games with his best friend, Peyton. Xander's father briefly distracts him with a comic book about
some samurai warrior that pops out of a peach pit. Xander tosses it aside, but Peyton finds it more
interesting. Little does either boy know that the comic is a warning. They are about to be thrust into
the biggest adventure of their lives-a journey wilder than any Xander has ever imagined, full of weird
monsters even worse than Lovey. To win at this deadly serious game they will have to rely on their
wits, courage, faith, and especially, each other. Maybe Xander should have listened to Mr. Stedman
about the weather after all. . . .
The Greyhound Stud Book
An Ethnography of (In)vulnerability
A Long Way to a New Place
A Creative Anthology
Berry Song
Rachel and Drew Snow might be sisters, but their lives have followed completely different paths. Rachel is happily married but hasn't returned to
her childhood home since her strict father kicked her out after an act of careless teenage rebellion. Drew, her younger sister, pursued a passion for
music but longs for the stability that has always eluded her. But when their deferential Japanese mother, Hikari, is diagnosed with dementia, the
sisters come together to uncover family secrets that help them reconnect.
Empower Your Writing Through Craft and Community! Writing can be a lonely profession plagued by blind stumbles, writer's block, and
despair--but it doesn't have to be. Written by members of the popular Writer Unboxed website, Author in Progress is filled with practical, candid
essays to help you reach the next rung on the publishing ladder. By tracking your creative journey from first draft to completion and beyond, you
can improve your craft, find your community, and overcome the mental barriers that stand in the way of success. Author in Progress is the perfect
no-nonsense guide for excelling at every step of the novel-writing process, from setting goals, researching, and drafting to giving and receiving
critiques, polishing prose, and seeking publication. You'll love Author in Progress if... • You're an aspiring novelist working on your first book. •
You're an experienced veteran looking for ways to enhance your career and connect with your writing community. • You've finished your first
draft and want to know the next steps. • You're seeking clear, effective advice about publication-from professionals who are "down in the
trenches" every day. What's Inside Author in Progress features: • More than 50 essays from best-selling authors, editors, and industry leaders on
a variety of writing and publishing topics. • Advice on writing first drafts, conducting research, building and fostering community, seeking
critique, revising, and getting published. • An encouraging approach to the writing and publishing process, from authors who've walked this path.
Momotaro Xander and the Dream ThiefDisney-Hyperion
Xander Miyamoto should be feeling great. It's the beginning of summer vacation, his mother has returned from a long absence, and he has
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learned that he is a warrior with special powers. Xander never would have guessed that the old Japanese folktale about Momotaro, the hero who
sprang from a peach pit, was real, much less part of his own heritage. But instead of reveling in his recent victory against the oni, monsters bent
on creating chaos, Xander is feeling resentful. What took his mother so long to come back? Why does his father insist on ruining the summer with
study and training? And why is Xander plagued by nightmares every night? Maybe this whole Momotaro thing is overrated. Xander's
grandmother gives him a special baku charm to use to chase his nightmares away. He just has to be careful not to rely on it too much. If he does,
the baku will not only take his dreams, but those of everyone in the house, forever. Without dreams, there is no hope, no motivation, no
imagination, no Momotaro. And then it would be far too easy for Ozuno, king of the oni, to wreak havoc. . . . On his second quest, Xander explores
new surreal landscapes, encounters more strange and dangerous creatures, and faces even higher stakes as he learns whether or not he has what it
takes to be Momotaro.
Big Dog, Little Dog
Everybunny Loves Magic
Xander and the Lost Island of Monsters
A No-Holds-Barred Guide to What It Really Takes to Get Published
A Novel
The creators of the Caldecott Medal book, Saint George and the Dragon, tell the Arthurian tale of Sir Gareth of Orkney's first adventure. The
Knights of the Round Table were in their glory. When an unknown stranger visits the castle and asks Kin Arthur's favor, he is allowed to serve
in the kitchen for his meat and bread. Little does anyone suspect that he is of noble blood and will soon be knighted by the famous Sir
Lancelot. Lush illustrations bring the reader into the book, as Sir Gareth meets adventures and battles to free a princess from the fearsome
Red Knight of the Plain. Based on an excerpt from Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte D'Arthur and in consultation with both the famous Caxton
and Winchester texts, this enduring story of gallant knights in armor, epic battles, and quests fulfilled has broad appeal for young adventurers.
Leah Roberts has been secretly watching sasquatches in the woods behind her house for years, but when she notices an enigmatic teenage
boy living among them, her complicated family life starts to unravel.
From the author of Five Things About Ava Andrews comes a new middle grade stand-alone novel with STEM and activism themes, set
against the backdrop of beautiful Zion National Park. With the perfect blend of humor and heart, this poignant story about family, grief, and
changes beyond our control is perfect for fans of Rebecca Stead, Meg Medina, and Lynne Kelly. When life doesn’t make sense, twelve-yearold amateur astronomer Tuesday Beals has always looked to the stars above Zion National Park, where she lives. Her beloved late uncle
Ezra taught her astronomy, but now their special stargazing sites are all she has left of him, along with his ashes and a poem that may be a
riddle. Then a new housing development next door threatens to ruin the night skies and her favorite astronomy spots. Desperate to focus on
something besides the growing uncle-sized chasm between her and her mother, the park archeologist, Tuesday takes up photography with
her best friend, Carter, after they find an abandoned camera. With this new way of seeing the universe, she tries to solve her uncle’s riddle to
save the land. But one day, a photo reveals clues about an endangered animal—one that could halt construction. Will the discovery be enough
to save the park and keep the rest of her world from falling apart?
Visiting her family in Japan in place of her ailing mother, Sue uncovers secrets that influence her life in unforeseen ways, offer insight into her
mother's marriage to an American, and reveal the role of tradition in shaping personal choice.
Dragon Legend
Lou Lou and Pea and the Mural Mystery
Stories from the Global Refugee Crisis
Pop
Principles of Physics

Gordon Korman's acclaimed and timely YA novel explores the dangerous side of high school contact sports. Marcus is new in town and is
hoping to make the championship high school football team, but it seems like a closed club, run by current star quarterback Troy. One day,
while tossing the ball around in a park one day, Marcus meets Charlie, a man in his fifties who can play football like an old pro, which is
exactly what he happens to be — a former NFL player and local celebrity. Charlie has boundless energy and coaches Marcus on his fear of
being tackled, but as Marcus becomes more involved in this friendship with Charlie, it becomes painfully obvious to him, through the
simplicity of Charlie's thoughts, that the long-term effects of the violent plays he suffered during his football glory days have taken their toll
on Charlie. With wit and sensitivity, Gordon Korman tackles truths about high school sports, while delivering a poignant story about an
unlikely friendship.
Giants and Cannibals! Wonders and Witches! One Amazing Hero. Brave Odysseus is far from home, tossed by stormy seas, and cursed by
an angry one-eyed giant. If he ever wants to see his family again, he will have to face hungry cannibals, outwit a beautiful witch, and sail
past a six-headed serpent. His journey is the ultimate test of endurance and courage. In this exciting series, best-selling author Mary Pope
Osborne retells Homer's Odyssey, one of the most thrilling adventure stories of all time.
Retells the classic Humpty Dumpty story with a twist ending. On board pages.
Principles of Physics is a well-established popular textbook which has been completely revised and updated.
Nightchild
Lift-The-Flap Opposites
The Kitchen Knight
Minions: 5-Minute Stories
How to Marry the Man of Your Choice
An ancient prophecy divides two sisters- One good... One evil... Who will prevail? Twin sisters
Lia and Alice Milthorpe have just become orphans. They have also become enemies. As they
discover their roles in a prophecy that has turned generations of sisters against each other,
the girls find themselves entangled in a mystery that involves a tattoo-like mark, their
parents' deaths, a boy, a book, and a lifetime of secrets. Lia and Alice don't know whom they
can trust. They just know they can't trust each other.
Seven kids, Thor's hammer, and a whole lot of Valkyries are the only things standing against the
end of the world. When thirteen-year-olds Matt Thorsen and Fen and Laurie Brekke, modern-day
descendants of Thor and Loki, discovered they were fated to take the places of the Norse gods in
an epic battle against the apocalypse, they thought they knew how things would play out. Gather
the descendants standing in for the gods, defeat a giant serpent, and save the world. No
problem, right? But the descendants' journey grinds to a halt when their friend and descendant
Baldwin is poisoned and killed and Matt, Fen, and Laurie must travel to the Underworld in the
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hopes of saving him. That's only their first stop on their journey to reunite the challengers,
find Thor's hammer, and save humanity--a journey filled with enough tooth-and-nail battles and
colossal monsters to make Matt and his friends a legend in their own right. Perfect for fans of
ancient myths and filled with young heroes, monstrous beasts, and godly enemies, this fast-paced
adventure is impossible to put down.
Pegebog med flapper. Spotty dogs, bendy dogs and really, really, long dogs - find the opposites
in this lift-the-flap book
A heartfelt contemporary middle grade novel about a girl who must try to save her aunt’s failing
pie shop, perfect for fans of The Thing About Jellyfish, Fish in a Tree—and The Great British
Baking Show. When Cady Bennett is sent to live with the aunt she didn’t even know she had in the
quaint mountain town of Julian, she isn’t sure what to expect. Cady isn’t used to stability,
after growing up homeless in San Diego with her dad. Now she’s staying in her mother’s old room,
exploring the countryside filled with apple orchards and pie shops, making friends, and working
in Aunt Shell’s own pie shop—and soon, Cady starts to feel like she belongs. Then she finds out
that Aunt Shell’s shop is failing. Saving the business and protecting the first place she’s ever
really felt safe will take everything she's learned and the help of all her new friends. But are
there some things even the perfect pie just can’t fix? Summer of a Thousand Pies is a sweet and
satisfying treat of a novel full of friendship, family, and, of course, pie.
Prophecy of the Sisters
Author In Progress
Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa
Encounter
Winner of the ALA Reading List Award Difficult and obstinate. Thriving under a set of specific
and limited conditions. That pretty much describes me. Maybe that’s why I like these roses so
much. Roses are Galilee Garner’s passion. An amateur breeder, she painstakingly cross-pollinates
her plants to coax out new, better traits, striving to create a perfect strain of her favorite
flower, the Hulthemia. Her dream is to win a major rose competition and one day have her version
of the bloom sold in the commercial market. Gal carefully calibrates the rest of her time to
manage the kidney failure she’s had since childhood, going to dialysis every other night, and
teaching high school biology, where she is known for her exacting standards. The routine leaves
little room for relationships, and Gal prefers it that way. Her roses never disappoint her the
way people have. Then one afternoon, Riley, the teenaged daughter of Gal’s estranged sister,
arrives unannounced to live with her, turning Gal’s orderly existence upside down. Suddenly
forced to adjust to each other’s worlds, both will discover a resilience they never knew they
had and a bond they never knew they needed.
A bold revival of the short story format, punctuated with classic and modern poetry forms,
Spark: A Creative Anthology features the freshest work from a range of talented writers, from
established professionals to newly-emerging authors and poets. Contributors Introduction by
Traci L. Gourdine Cover Art by Aaron John Gregory Illustrations by Paul Pederson Todd Walton,
Going After Nathan Margaret Dilloway, Ever Since I ve Seen Your Face Hunter Liguore, Momentary
Forgiveness Darrell Lindsey, tanka George Wells, Last Rites j.lewis, surgical mass Linda G
Hatton, Becoming Katie Stephens, Faceless Melana Plains, Not a Worry, My Lord Alexis A. Hunter,
By the Gun D. Laserbeam, Five Hundred Svetlana Kortchik, Forget Me Not Hannah Weverka,
Gingerbread Towns Matt Lancaster, Old Age Brian Reeves, Her Fruitful Shore Valentina Cano, Image
of a Treasure, as a Negative Stone Showers, His Smile Fixed in Time Kari Castor, Jael Stands
Trial for Murder Diana Fu, Confession Scott Warrender, The Littleness of Susan Brauer John
Stocks, Vows Peter Wood, The Fig Tree Kaitlin Branch, One Cog Short of Paradise Learn more about
Volume I contributors and content at http: //SparkAnthology.org."
In Book 2 of a three-book series, things are dire for the inhabitants of Castle Gloom and the
surrounding villages. The undead are leaving their graves in droves, a troll army is on the
march from the north, and people are mysteriously disappearing from their homes. The people of
Gehenna are blaming their misfortunes on Lilith Shadow, their young queen. They believe she has
cursed them by using magic, a practice forbidden to women. With her trusty executioner among the
missing and her blackguard soldiers busy battling trolls, it is up to Lily and her friend Thorn
to root out the real cause of all the trouble. Their search will uncover ugly truths and
eventually lead to a nightmarish confrontation with nothing less than the rulership of the realm
at stake. Zombies, ghosts, trolls, dream weavers, a black-hearted villain, and a giant hero bat
are only some of the imaginative delights that await readers who relish a soaring adventure
combined with a hair-raising mystery.
A shy boy's life is sent spiraling into adventure after a fateful day when he discovers a pig in
a small hat and returns it to its home at the mysterious Explorers Club.
My Little Pony: Nightmare Knights
Tales from the Odyssey, Part 1
A Shadow Magic Novel
Humpty Dumpty
Momotaro: Xander and the Dream Thief
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Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how different masculinities
modulate substance use, interpersonal violence, suicidality, and AIDS as well as recovery
cross-culturally. With a focus on three male protagonists living in very distinct urban
areas of Cape Town, this comparative ethnography shows that men’s struggles to become
invulnerable increase vulnerability. Through an analysis of masculinities as social
assemblages, the study shows how affective health problems are tied to modern
individualism rather than African ‘tradition’ that has become a cliché in Eurocentric
gender studies. Affective health is conceptualized as a balancing act between autonomy
and connectivity that after colonialism and apartheid has become compromised through the
imperative of self-reliance. This book provides a rare perspective on young men’s
vulnerability in everyday life that may affect the reader and spark discussion about how
masculinities in relationships shape physical and psychological health. Moreover, it
shows how men change in the face of distress in ways that may look different than global
health and gender-transformative approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events
over the life course make the study accessible to both graduate and undergraduate
students in the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on mental health and
masculinity, this volume will be of interest to scholars from various disciplines
including anthropology, gender studies, African studies, psychology, and global health.
A heartfelt and funny story about a shy eleven-year-old who learns to manage her anxiety
through improv classes—and discovers her activist voice. From Margaret Dilloway, author
of Summer of a Thousand Pies, and perfect for fans of Sharon Draper, Lynda Mullaly Hunt,
and Holly Goldberg Sloan. Eleven-year-old Ava Andrews has a Technicolor interior with a
gray shell. On the inside, she bubbles with ideas and plans. On the outside, everyone
except her best friend, Zelia, thinks she doesn’t talk or, worse, is stuck-up. What
nobody knows is that Ava has invisible disabilities: anxiety and a heart condition. Ava
hopes middle school will be a fresh start, but when Zelia moves across the country and
Ava’s Nana Linda pushes her to speak up about social issues, she withdraws further. So
Ava is shocked when her writing abilities impress her classmates and they invite her to
join their improv group, making up stories onstage. Determined to prove she can control
her anxiety, she joins—and discovers a whole new side of herself, and what it means to be
on a team. But as Ava’s self-confidence blossoms, her relationship with Zelia strains,
and she learns that it isn’t enough just to raise your voice—it’s how and why you use it
that matters.
Join Illumination's Minions and Gru in this special padded collection of six hilarious
and despicable read-aloud stories from the Minions franchise! Revisit your favorite
characters from Despicable Me and Minions with this fun- and banana-filled treasury. With
six silly stories that can each be read aloud in just five minutes, this collection is
perfect for bedtime, story time, and any time in between. This collection includes:
Despicable Me: World's Greatest Villain Despicable Me 2: Undercover Super Spies
Despicable Me 2: Attack of the Evil Minions Minions: Dracula's Birthday Minions Paradise:
Phil Saves the Day Minion Made: Mower Minions Minions Franchise © Universal City Studios
LLC. All Rights Reserved.
There Is A New Power Coming. It will sweep aside the four colleges of magic. It is the
power of the land, and it has manifested itself in Lyanna, a five year old girl.
Unknowingly, she could destroy Balaia. Desperate to maintain their power, the colleges
will do anything to control the child. If that fails, they will kill her. Terrified,
Lyanna's mother, Erienne the mage, takes her into hiding. But they can't hide forever. As
the hunt goes on, Lyanna starts to test her powers and nature itself begins to turn on
Balaia. Her father, Denser of The Raven, is also desperate to find her. But can even The
Raven find Erienne and her child when they do not want to be found? And if they do find
them, what then should they do? Lyanna is ripping the world apart. Thousands are dying.
Can The Raven afford to let her live?
A Tale of King Arthur
The Care and Handling of Roses With Thorns
Howls Moving Castle Picture Book
Momotaro Xander and the Dream Thief
The Shadows We Know by Heart
As a young Tlingit girl collects wild berries over the seasons, she sings with her Grandmother as she
learns to speak to the land and listen when the land speaks back.
Equestria's in danger! Powerless and threatened by a great evil, Princess Luna discovers she can't count
on her sister or any of the usual heroes of Equestria. Running out of time and with nowhere to turn,
Luna assembles a team specially suited to save the day... made up of former villains! Will Luna, Capper,
Tempest Shadow, Trixie, and Stygian all be able to work together and find a way into the most dangerous
place any of them have ever been?
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Human Flow
Momotaro: Xander and the Lost Island of Monsters
Spark
Summer of a Thousand Pies
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